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Abstract: Financialization has contributed to economic growth but has caused scandals, misselling,
rogue trading, tax evasion, and market speculation. To a certain extent, it has also created
problems in social and economic instability. It is an important aspect of Enterprise Security,
Privacy, and Risk (ESPR), particularly in risk research and analysis. In order to minimize the
damaging impacts caused by the lack of regulatory compliance, governance, ethical responsibilities,
and trust, we propose a Business Integrity Modeling and Analysis (BIMA) framework to unify
business integrity with performance using big data predictive analytics and business intelligence.
Comprehensive services include modeling risk and asset prices, and consequently, aligning them
with business strategies, making our services, according to market trend analysis, both transparent
and fair. The BIMA framework uses Monte Carlo simulation, the Black–Scholes–Merton model,
and the Heston model for performing financial, operational, and liquidity risk analysis and present
outputs in the form of analytics and visualization. Our results and analysis demonstrate supplier
bankruptcy modeling, risk pricing, high-frequency pricing simulations, London Interbank Offered
Rate (LIBOR) rate simulation, and speculation detection results to provide a variety of critical
risk analysis. Our approaches to tackle problems caused by financial services and the operational
risk clearly demonstrate that the BIMA framework, as the outputs of our data analytics research,
can effectively combine integrity and risk analysis together with overall business performance and
can contribute to operational risk research.
Keywords: financialization; Business Integrity Modeling and Analysis (BIMA) framework; Monte
Carlo simulations and Black Scholes models; financial cloud analytics; risk management
1. Introduction
Financialization describes an economic system or process that attempts to transform all value
exchanged, whether it is tangible or intangible, into a financial instrument [1]. Financialization
attempts to reduce any work product or service to an exchangeable financial instrument, such as
currency, and thus make it easier for people to trade these financial instruments. It is an essential part of
Enterprise Security, Privacy, and Risk (ESPR), particularly in risk research and analysis. Financialization
may use the Internet of Things (IoT) as a hybrid solution, which allows financial systems to get all
their data connected, and it has collected a large amount of financial data to perform large-scale risk
analysis [2]. This can largely improve efficiency and accuracy by using analytics, which can process
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and analyze financial data. Results can be presented as graphical outputs and visualization. Over the
last five decades, financialization has been occupying an increasingly dominant role in the financial
services industry. During the 1980s, various financial instruments contributed to less than 20% of
future trading. It grew to almost 50% by the 1990s and 60% by 2000 [3]. Various financial instruments
such as mortgage back securities (MBS), including both collateralized mortgage obligations (CMO)
and collateralized debt obligations (CDO), and credit default swap (CDS) may also have contributed to
the financial meltdown during 2008 [4].
Over the last two decades, and especially since the financial meltdown, there have been increasing
legislative restrictions. Therefore, there are needs to formulate policies and requirements in both
regulatory risk and compliance requirements to manage operational risk for significant businesses,
suppliers, and financial services: the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and Basel II and III [5]. Information
Technology is making an impact on risk management regulations worldwide; an example of this is the
European Union (EU) General Data Privacy Regulation (GDPR). According to this new regulation,
an organization can be fined heavily if it does not disclose breaches as laid out in the regulation [6].
Several commercial incidents often arise from the lack of rigor in continuously enforcing regulatory
compliance practices for all the short-term, medium-term, and long-term financial services:
• LIBOR scandals in the UK banks have caused millions of fines. Inter-borrowing between banks did
not follow strict compliance and thus, it gave much freedom for banks to exercise their borrowing.
• The misselling of card protection products (CPP) resulted in millions of fraud victims and billions
of fines in all the major UK banks [7], including the Lloyds Banking Group with £5.275 billions of
fines, making it the highest within its peers. By default, banks already protect all customers up to
a value of £100,000. Instead of informing customers of the free service, the principal UK retail
banks sold free protection services to their customers [7].
• Rogue trading by investment bankers demonstrates that there is a lack of governance and strict
policy. Howie Hubler of Morgan Stanley lost US $9 billion on credit default swaps in 2008 [8].
Aracruz of Brazil lost US $2.52 billion in the same year [9]. The Société Générale lost approximately
€4.9 billion in 2008 [10]. In 2011, UBS lost £2 billion in rogue trading, and JP Morgan lost US $2
billion in their hedge fund trading in April 2012 [11].
• Tax evasion by multi-billion companies has created social injustice and unfairness. Since small
and medium enterprises (SMEs) have paid 22% of corporate tax, those companies only pay under
3% of their earnings in the UK. For example, Facebook only paid £4327 corporate tax in the UK,
while the total profits of the year were US $2.9 billion [12]. To address this, the UK government
was relatively slow in updating its multi-national tax approach in February 2016, insisting on the
transparency of taxation [13].
• The irregular price trends in oil, gold, and commodity have caused the instability to the market
and even economic downturn in oil production countries. Market regulations do not work well.
For example, oil prices reached their first peak in 2008 and then plummeted. Oil prices peaked
again in 2014 and then crashed in early 2016. Six companies such as Tesco suffered from this
catastrophe with a magnitude of £2 billion in losses as a result of the exaggerated expected
growth [14].
• A Houston-based publicly traded waste management company reported $1.7 billion in fake
earnings. The company allegedly falsely increased the depreciation time length for their property,
plant, and equipment on the balance sheets [15].
• Enron, a Houston-based commodity, energy and service corporation, was involved in a scandal
where shareholders lost $74 billion, thousands of employees and investors lost their retirement
accounts, and many employees lost their jobs. This happened mainly because they kept huge
debts off balance sheets. High stock prices fueled external suspicions. The company filed for
bankruptcy. Arthur Andersen was found guilty of fudging Enron’s accounts. The Sarbanes Oxley
Act was passed in response to a number of corporate accounting scandals that occurred in the
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2000–2002 period. This act was put into place in response to widespread fraud at Enron and other
companies [16].
• SATYAM Indian IT services and the back-office accounting firm falsely boosted revenue by
$1.5 billion. The company falsified revenues, margins, and cash balances to the tune of 50 billion
rupees. The CEO admitted the fraud in a letter to the company’s board of directors [17].
The key events in the financial industry and supply chain operational risk strongly suggest that
there is an urgent need for transforming financial practices to provide fair and accurate outputs to
serve the purpose. A lack of regulatory compliance, governance, and ethical responsibilities results
in significant losses, not to mention damages to reputation, the economy, and trust in the industry.
Enabling continuous, transparent, and real-time access to fair market valuation will enable a more
efficient market [13,18]. Moreover, the use of different financial models can provide more reliable
results based on the different types of scenarios and investment requirements. Then, all different
outputs can be shown to the stakeholders so that the chances of risk reduction or avoidance can be
maximized [9].
In this paper, we propose the Business Integrity Management and Analytics (BIMA) framework
to provide risk analysis and optimization services for ESPR. This framework formalizes a new layer
of abstraction for the business to offer true values in financial risk analysis for ESPR. The aim is to
close the loop between the abstraction and the reality of the business. The framework belongs to all
three types: a conceptual framework, an architectural, and software-as-a-service (SaaS) framework.
In other words, BIMA provides recommendations, guidelines, and policies as a conceptual framework
to improve the ways that financial services should work, with details to be described in Sections 2.1, 2.2
and 4.6. BIMA is also an architectural and SaaS framework, with details to be described in Sections 2.3,
3 and 4. Research methods can be validated through SaaS and experiments are described in Section 4.
Therefore, when each component of SaaS can be validated, results and analysis can contribute to
the integrity and financial recommendation aspects for the BIMA framework. In relation to modern
financial practices, the BIMA framework comprises a collection of tools to deal with advanced finance
problems, in which compliance can be fulfilled.
Contemporary enterprises and operations face the challenges of stricter and increased governance
by various regulations (including the Sarbanes–Oxley Act, Basel II and III) and are being held
accountable for meeting the high expectations set by the boards, investors, regulators, and other
stakeholders. Significant losses caused by inadequate risk management and controls have plagued
the industry over the past decade, with a substantial increase in the number of firms involved
in massive failures over the past few years. Costs associated with compliance can significantly
impact enterprises. However, the costs associated with bad practices and misconduct, including
non-compliance, fraud, improper risk management, and loss of business integrity are even more
significant. In all of these circumstances, Business Integrity Management and Analytics becomes
fundamentally important. We also propose the use of an integrated method to identify sources of risk,
put and call prices, market volatility, and prediction of market trends based on the historical and recent
financial data. This integrated method consists of the Monte Carlo method, the Black–Scholes–Merton
model, the Heston model, and analytics/visualization. Four different analytical methods can be used
in complementarity to each other. Therefore, our BIMA framework can calculate different types of
operational risk, investment risk, points to sell/buy, decision-making, prediction of market movement,
and recommendation for investment. The aim is to identify areas catching up risk and provide solutions
for risk mitigation. Therefore, we propose a market prediction layer based on a service-oriented
architecture, which has an established framework for interconnecting multi-vendor architectures.
Additionally, as part of our BIMA framework, there is the prediction of the future marketplace, which
consists of the cyclic services and policy–process–core entities. Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA)
based on the soft computing framework has been proposed to cater to this prediction layer. The rest of
this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 demonstrates the business integrity framework, the Monte
Carlo method, the Black–Scholes–Merton model, the Heston Model, and the analytics/visualization
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used throughout the paper. Section 3 describes the architecture of the framework. Section 4 discusses
the benefits and services offered by the BIMA framework, together with real case studies and the added
value presented. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper and presents our contributions.
2. Business Integrity Management and Analytics Framework
2.1. Business Analytics
Business Analytics (BA) represents the next-generation service and platform for business
intelligence and data mining [19]. It can be used as a tool to support particular types of businesses
such as supply chain or as tools to analyze complex business information [20]. BA consists of different
areas of expertise blended together, including machine learning, statistics, social science, and domain
expertise. The use of BA can ensure decision-makers to understand better on situations and make
decisions quickly [21,22]. Originated from Artificial Intelligence (AI) [23], machine learning has
been developed into an independent area and includes the use of advanced algorithms to calculate
complex information and data related to businesses [24]. Statistical analysis is required to understand
the meanings and interpretations of the machine learning algorithm. Social science aspects include
understanding the people behind the data, which may consist of customers’ choices, prices of items,
changes in market trends, and so on. Domain expertise means the analysts should have an excellent
understanding of the types of businesses with expert knowledge or experience.
Currently, BA has been used in increasing ways as follows. Firstly, it can be used to understand
customers’ requirements and market trends, so that strategies can be adjusted accordingly, such as
promoting more favorite products or targeting certain groups of customers. Secondly, business
analytics may simplify complex information from the businesses that can be presented in real time.
Anyone without prior backgrounds can understand the most relevant information for the businesses.
This provides businesses to move up with competitiveness. Thirdly, business analytics can be used
effectively in many disciplines and areas to provide a greater extent of contributions. These include
finance, healthcare, education, social networks, weather studies, security, education, manufacturing,
smart cities, and so on. The applicant has all high-quality publications in each of these areas. In summary,
business analytics can create values and impacts for businesses and research. Better management,
adoption, and use cases can be essential for any organization.
2.2. Background
This section presents the related background to financialization, since it is a highly specialized
area in BA and data analytics. The view of integrity can be self-evolving. The evolution from
transactional integrity to business integrity is underway as businesses evolve to develop a consistent
and interdependent view of their policies, processes, and core entities both internally and externally [25].
Managing business integrity requires a holistic view of governing systems, business processes,
and core entities, and it should be managed independently [26]. Businesses can work toward
regulatory compliance when they can handle all policies, business processes, and core entities together.
As businesses are increasingly held accountable for meeting compliance requirements, the Integrated
Governance, Risk, and Compliance (GRC) solutions can emerge to help companies stay competitive
while meeting compliance [27]. At present, this area is littered with a large number of point solutions,
resulting in costly implementation and integration with other compliance solutions.
As shown in Figure 1, business performance and integrity should be considered simultaneously.
Many businesses today leverage business performance management (BPM) tools. They aim to
develop various key performance indicators (KPIs) and performance dashboards to facilitate real-time
monitoring of the business performance. However, KPIs should be established in conjunction with
the integrity and auditability of these KPIs, or the drive toward better KPI often resulted in a
skewed/distorted view of the performance of a corporation. As an example, focusing on revenue
growth sometimes resulted in less stringent criteria applied to the distinction between gross versus net
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during the revenue recognition process. On the other hand, focusing on compliance alone without
keeping the business performance in mind might result in a rigid business environment and severely
limit the business to grow in a rapidly changing business environment. Consequently, managing
business integrity intends to provide a methodology for businesses to steer clear from the potential
pitfalls of focusing only on performance or compliance.
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Figure 1. Relationship between business integrity and performance.
The technology implications of managing business integrity are as follows:
• A quantifiable risk framework that assesses risk across all enterprise functions and the processes
that will facilitate risk mitigation across enterprises and service providers.
• Managing business integrity necessitates the continuous tracking of regulation across jurisdictions
over time, automates mapping from regulations to obligations, and generates business controls
from obligations. Continuous monitoring of the compliance posture based on these business
controls enables ongoing assurance that includes full implementation of attestation, investigation,
and remediation for these regulatory compliance requirements.
• End-to-end information provenance that records who, when, where, and what for every step
in the business process will emerge as an enterprise requirement utilizing provenance-aware
middleware, applications, and storage. This has become particularly important as information
security has become a growing concern, and it is necessary to determine the extent of an impact
accurately when a breach occurs through the provenance on record.
• An integrated GRC repository will emerge for managing provenance, procedure, and event data.
2.3. What Is Managing Business Integrity Mean in the Context Today?
It is the believe of the authors that the business integrity management has a rising challenge,
since businesses can be evolved to develop a consistent and interdependent view of their policies,
processes, and core entities, as shown in Figure 2. For many decades, transactional integrity (ACID:
atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability) in which transactions performed on the database
are guaranteed to behave appropriately has been the cornerstone of distributed computing theory.
Integrity is a growing concern to businesses faced with increasingly stringent government regulations,
the disaggregation of enterprises into global value nets, and the continuing explosion of business
information. In most cases, data, processes, and policies within the business are typically inconsistent
and incomplete. Emerging solutions can address consistencies and the management of systems,
processes, and core entities independently. The most noticeable difference between business integrity
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and transactional integrity is that transactional integrity is all or nothing (e.g., an ATM transaction
cannot allow an intermediate state). On the other hand, business integrity might not afford all or
nothing and has to live with a risk-based continuum of integrity.Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 25 
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to manage.
The basic notion of managing business integrity assumes the existence of an operational aspect of
the abstraction of the semantics of the business (or enterprise) that can be described in part by policies,
processes, entities, and the interdependencies among them. The operational aspects of the abstraction
can then be used to interact with Governance, Risk, and Compliance (GRC)-related applications as
well as business performance management (BPM)-related applications and solutions. The Component
Business Model (CBM), which captures the core business service components, was an attempt to
produce such an abstraction of the business. Hence, managing business integrity is the management of
the individual as well as the interdependent aspects of policies, processes, and entities:
• Information integrity: Master Information Management (single semantic definition of core
entities (e.g., customer, employee, product))
• Policy integrity: Common and/or Best Practices (e.g., accounting practices) stored in policy
repository/warehouse
• Pr cess integrity: Standardized Business Processes (e.g., enterprise process framework) stored in
a Proc ss Warehouse (e.g., catalog, models, metadata)
Given the emergence of master data management, managing business integrity can be viewed
as an extension of it into aster integrity management. Supporting outputs can be demonstrated in
the form of analytics to allow business leaders, investors, and policymakers to fully understand the
transparency and outputs of computational or data analysis [28]. Our work should provide a financial
cloud platform that has algorithms with big data analytics, such as business process management and
customer-driven analysis, as our previous work has suggested [21].
The critical aspects of achieving business integrity include strict regulation on information, policy,
and process integrity. Additionally, at the infrastructure design and implementation level, we need
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an integrated approach to cloud-based financialization supporting IT infrastructure, architectural
design based on SOA. The aim is to provide a solid foundation for information service integrity,
data integrity, and protecting the integrity of the policies. Finally, it needs to be supported by big
data analytics processing frameworks and established algorithms. This is illustrated in Figure 3 on
the pillars of a business integrity-driven approach to implementing financialization services by our
analytical methods, which can be simulated in the cloud.
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As shown in Figure 3, services include business integrity, financial services, and data analytics
models. There are seven reasons for using an SOA-based architectural design and implementation
approach t financial services. Overall, they provide support for business strateg es such as the increased
federation of services, i c ed intrinsic interopera ility, increased ven or diversity, and incre sed
business and techno ogy alignment. This can result in stra egic benefits of improved
Return-On-Inves ment (ROI), redu ed IT burde , and increased organizational agility. The followi g
se tions emonstrated each of our approaches to ac eve business integ ity in financialization.
2.4. Big Data Processing and Analysis Services Offered by BIMA Framework
Our approach to financialization, through the use of the BIMA framework, is the adoption of big
data processing and analysis services (BDPAS), which typically run advanced algorithms and advanced
formulas to simulate complex, large-scale, and real-time financial calculations. BDPAS aims to achieve
these functions. First, it can process thousands of data at once within seconds. Second, it informs
the investors of the best options for put/call prices and types of invested stocks. Third, it co putes
different kinds of risks and provides numerical values for risk measures. Fourth, it predicts the future
trends and finally present outputs in the form of visualization, analytics, and graphs to allow anyone
to understand the outputs of analysis. BDPAS consists of four mainstream methods as follows:
• Monte Carlo Simulations (MCS): Monte Carlo simulations (MCS) have been widely used to compute
the risk as well as prices for different types of investments through large-scale simulations [29,30].
• Black–Scholes–Merton (BSM) model: BSM can be used to simulate market complexity, volatility,
and risk/return ratios and have track records in supply chain finance [31].
• Heston Model: The Heston model is a speci lized stochastic model t t can be effectively used
to calculate market return and risk by using th da a from the Chicago i dex. Although BSM is
powerful to calculate financial derivatives, certain theoretical assumptions made by BSM mean
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the results are sometimes too hypothetical, and the use of the Heston Model can help reassure the
validity of the BSM model [32,33].
• Visualization and analytics: All the data processing can be computed and handled by the big
data algorithms. Results can be transformed into visualization and analytics to allow anyone to
understand and make decisions [34]. Results can be available to anyone buying it such as cloud
computing and not just expensive assets owned by financial institutions.
Details for each method are as follows.
2.4.1. Monte Carlo Simulations
Monte Carlo simulations (MCS) can be used in different types of simulations, such as simulating
a possible bankruptcy of multiple suppliers based on the calculated probabilities to show that MCS
can be used to reduce the risk of supplier bankruptcy. MCS can be used to show that the average
losses would be more predictable and be used to calculate an insurance premium. Similar work at the
Austrian National Bank has been conducted to estimate operational risk costs based on MCS, deriving
probabilities of events and impacts of the latter based on historical data collected with banks, which
was a method also proposed by the European Central Bank (ECB) staff [35].
Monte Carlo analysis is a technique that is used in finance in order to simulate losses in financial
risk management [36]. The idea of Monte Carlo simulations is to generate random numbers in order to
model the stochastic behavior of an input parameter. Each different sequence of random numbers can
generate another output.
Due to the probability distribution of losses, Monte Carlo analysis can be used to estimate the
average, total, and variance of the losses after a determined number of events. The analysis can be
quite useful to evaluate premiums and risks for insurance services [37]. In the case of insurance, Monte
Carlo analysis can be used to estimate the total, variance, and average losses given several policies
sold. Monte Carlo analysis only requires a probability or frequency distribution that can be sampled
from historical data or calculated based on mathematical models such as the BSM model.
Monte Carlo simulations have an excellent history of providing reliable results for risk management.
Barrad and Valverde [38] used MCS to estimate the probability distribution of supply chain losses
caused by disruptions. Cohen and Huchzermeier [30] used Monte Carlo simulations to produce
accurate estimates of a firm’s downside risk exposure to price/foreign exchange risk in the supply
chain. Grittner and Valverde [39] used MCS for the estimation of reordering points in the embedded
systems industry by using historical demand taken from an Enterprise Resource Planning system.
Felix and Valverde [40] used Monte Carlo for Radio-frequency identification (RFID) simulations for
the supply chain management of the UK dental industry.
2.4.2. Black Scholes Merton (BSM) Model
The Black–Scholes–Merton (BSM) option pricing model [41] is used in the BIMA framework for
estimating the probability of bankruptcy of suppliers by extracting and examining the riskiness in
the stock market price of the supplier. The model assumes that the maturity of liabilities equals one
year; the dividend rate is based on the sum of ordinary dividends, preferred dividends, and interest
expense; and the call option equation has been modified to account for the fact that shareholders
receive ordinary dividends [41].
Under the BSM model, the probability of bankruptcy is simply the probability that the market
value of assets, V0, is less than the face value of the liabilities, D, at time T (i.e., V0(T) < D). The BSM
model assumes that the natural log of future asset values is normally distributed. The probability of
bankruptcy is a function of the distance between the current value of the firm’s assets and the face value
of its liabilities, which is adjusted for the expected growth in asset values relative to asset volatility.
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2.4.3. Heston Model
The Heston model is a specialized stochastic model aiming to calculate volatility concerning prices.
It relaxes the constant volatility assumption in the classical Black–Scholes model by incorporating an
immediate short-term variance process based on market volatility [42]. The Heston model contains the
Wiener process and the CIR process. The Wiener process is a continuous-time stochastic process used
under BSM to calculate pricing options [33]. The Heston model has been derived from the CIR model of
Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross for interest rates. The CIR process is a Markov process with continuous paths
defined by the following stochastic differential equation (SDE). The Heston model has the following
advantages in financial derivatives demonstrated by Chang [43].
• Compute and track volatility—The Heston model can track the movement of volatility, which can
help investors to make a better judgment for investment when prices are high and volatility is low
(which happens but the period is short and it is not always available).
• Accuracy—The Heston model can compute pricing and risk values to several decimal places and
also calculate its mean, lower, and upper range to get our results as accurate as possible. Accuracy
can be measured based on the differences between the actual and predicted values and ways to
get very close, as demonstrated by our previous work.
2.4.4. Visualization and Analytics
Visualization and analytics are essential aspects of Emerging Services, which have positive impacts
supported by case studies for different sectors and disciplines. Advanced algorithms or Application
Program Interfaces (APIs) can be written to demonstrate it. Instead of numerical computing and
large-scale database queries, outputs can be transferred and presented in the form of analytics [44,45].
Visualization includes integrated technologies from artificial intelligence, machine learning,
business intelligence, data warehouse, software architecture, statistical computing, predictive modeling
and analysis, and finally big data services [21,46]. Instead of numerical computations, outputs of MCS,
BSM, and Heston models can be collected, analyzed, and presented in the form of visualization and
analytics. The benefits are as follows. First, analysts can spend less time interpreting results, which
tend to make sense to scientists but not necessarily analysts. Second, investors and decision-makers
without a technical computing background can understand the outputs of large-scale financial analysis
better and quicker. Third, key outputs essential to core businesses can be given the priority for analysis,
so that more focus can be spent on the most relevant type of data for businesses, since not all data can
carry meaningful business values.
3. The Architecture and the Core Components
This section describes the architecture and the core components of the Business Integrity
Management and Analytics (BIMA) framework for financialization so that high-frequency trading and
simulations for predicting risk, return, and critical metrics can be undertaken.
3.1. Network Infrastructure
Figure 4 shows the network infrastructure based on the information interplay between financial
institutes, investors, and policymakers. Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) can take place between the
various stakeholders through the big data processing and analysis services of the BIMA framework.
This allows the policymakers to make their policies up-to-date, which can be reviewed by the investors
and decide on the market trends to make decisions on investment. The financial institute is the one that
makes the end choices rather than the one in the middle to manipulate, hide, and delay the processing
of information and decisions.
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There are additional features offered by the architecture. First, security has been blended
successfully to ensure all transactions to b safe and resilient. This can be a hieved by th combine
uses of the firewall to protect the services, XML to define access control, user pr vil ges, and advance
security rules. Netw rk security can be fully integrated with web service languages and rules set by
XML. Second, th transaction costs can be ma aged based on the d mands and time of transactions,
which can be low as $0.05 per tran actio . Payments can be made via a fair, open, and arket- cceptable
platform such as secure cloud computing. Third, there is a compreh nsive p yment system, which
includes the following:
• The customer pays with a credit card after the vendor presents the amount of money to be paid
and a reference number.
• Advanced Point of Sale (POS) terminal application: payments can be made via secure browsers.
• All results based on the market trends can be calculated in real-time by big data processing and
analysis services (BDPAS).
The Interpay ecosystem consists of the collection and payment agents to ensure the delivery of
web services in the BIMA framework to be smooth and successful. It supports multi-tenancy for
hundreds of users, thus lowering operational costs in the long run. The Interpay, as part of the BIMA
framework, also suggests that add-ins can be developed and integrated into web services. Additionally,
web services can be used as “Add-ons” to existing Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems such
as Systems, Applications & Products in Data Processing (SAP). Once the web service is integrated
into the ERP, it can now collaborate with other ERP modules (i.e., Supplier Relationship Management
(SRM), Supplier Customer Relationship Management (SCM), and Customer Relationship Management
(CRM)) to manage suppliers and data can be refreshed in almost real time (15-s refresh).
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3.2. Architecture Guidelines for the BIMA Framework
Framework architectures with significant attention in the literature are “Framework for information
system architecture” from Zachman [47], “The 4 + 1 view model of software architecture” from
Kruchten [48], “Recommended practice for the architectural description of software-intensive
systems” [49,50], and the “Model Driven Architecture” (MDA) from OMG (2018). As described
by Kong and Liu [51], and also Lowe and Eklund [52], specifications for web systems are consequently
different from conventional software systems. Kong [51] stated that for web services architectures,
“Model Driven Architecture” or “Web Application Architecture Framework” (WAAF) could be used
for web services because these architecture frameworks recognize the open and more modularized
approach of web services. Web service architecture is a core architecture for the BIMA framework, since
many services are delivered by web and cloud-based services. To ensure the best practice approach,
Table 1 shows the WAAF Matrix [53] to present architecture design guidelines for the BIMA framework
presented in the form of the WAAF Matrix.
Table 1. Web Application Architecture Framework (WAAF) Matrix. BIMA: Business Integrity Modeling
and Analysis.
Structure (What?) Behavior (How?) Location (Where?) Pattern
Planning
Architecture
(Planner’s
Perspective)
List of things
important to the
business
List of processes
the business
performs
List of locations in
which the business
operates
-
Business
Architecture
(Business Owner’s
Perspective)
e.g., Business
Entity-Relationship
Model
e.g., Business
Process Model
e.g., Business
Entity Location
Model
e.g., Business
Model Patterns
User Interface
Architecture
(User’s
Perspective)
e.g., User Interface
Structure Model
e.g., User Interface
Flow Model
e.g., User Site Map
Model
e.g., Interface
Templates,
Navigation
Patterns
Information
Architecture
(Information
Architect’s
Perspective)
e.g., Information
Dictionary
e.g., Information
Flow Model
e.g., Information
Node Location
Model
e.g., Information
Scheme Patterns
System
Architecture
(System Architect’s
Perspective)
e.g., System
Functioning
Module/Sub-Module/
Server Page
Structure
e.g., Workflow
Model of
Module/Sub-Module/
Server Page
e.g., Site Mapping
Model of
Module/Sub-Module/
Server Page
e.g., Design
Patterns,
Presentation styles
Web Object
Architecture
(Developer’s
Perspective)
e.g., Physical
Object Relationship
Service-Oriented
Architecture
(SOA)-based
design proposed in
BIMA
e.g., Algorithms in
Source Code
e.g., Network
Deployment Model
e.g.,
Component-Off-
the-Shelf (COTS),
Components, Code
Library
Test Architecture
(Tester’s
Perspective)
e.g., Test
Configuration e.g., Test Procedure
e.g., Test
Deployment
e.g., Templates,
Standards of Test
Document
3.3. SOA Based Soft Compute Platform Supporting WAAF Matrix
According to our extended WAAF best practice, designing guidelines in a Service-Oriented
Architecture (SOA) is suitable for market prediction services as proposed in our BIMA framework.
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The WAAF matrix supports various stages in the web services development [47]. With the aim to
illustrate how to implement WAAF in the BIMA framework, Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA)
based on a big data analytics platform is used, which supports WAAF’s matrix architectures: planning,
business, information, User Interfaces (UI), systems, and web objects. SOA has emerged supporting
scalability and service reuse. At the same time, the BIMA framework has impacted business services
such as prediction, put, and call prices, which require real-time analytics integrating and composing
different market vendors. SOA-driven architecture is the key to business integrity and to integrate
various business systems. A systematic approach for SOA design strategies and business processes for
the BIMA framework is as follows:
• Distributed systems have been developed and deployed in a traditional software architecture
model based on a layered architecture. However, this was not able to provide a sustainable IT
system that is cost-effective. Therefore, SOA has emerged to address this issue and has emerged
with key design principles such as loose coupling, service reusability, service composability
(which means any types of services can be blended together for different purposes), and service
discoverability (new needs can be identified and made into services).
• An SOA reference architecture has been adopted by the BIMA framework to solve the classical
problem of customization, composability, and interoperability. The primary focus of our approach
is to integrate SOA for the BIMA framework for market prediction services. Consequently, the
BIMA framework has emerged to address the challenges faced by volume, velocity, and veracity
of data being received and analyzed in real time. Hence, an SOA model is used to tackle the
required speed and accuracy of data.
The BIMA framework has become a reality for businesses. Examples include (1) Google’s Gmail
service, which has been operating in an Exabyte of data; (2) Amazon web services that have streaming
media globally every second; and (3) other real-time life sensitive data such as medial, weather forecasts,
Earth monitoring, and space applications data. As a result, there is a growing need for a structured
framework to select, process, and monitor highly relevant data. In this context, Gorton [4,54] describes a
lightweight with a risk reduction approach to significant data analytics process and architecture, which
is known as Lightweight Evaluation and Architecture Prototyping for BIMA framework (LEAP4BD).
This provides a good starting point for organizations to use a semantic knowledge-based tool for
data selection and acquisition. It is yet another tool for data extraction, which is not SOA-based and
lacks a systematic approach. Similarly, Li et al. [55] have proposed a framework for a geoscience big
data framework, which consists of multidimensional data where Hadoop (Hbase) has been adopted
for storing and managing multidimensional geoscientific data and the MapReduce-based parallel
algorithm has been used for processing such data. Although the Hadoop framework does propose
large-scale data extraction, it lacks in the generalization and application of SOA architecture.
The proposed SOA based on a soft computing framework for big data (SoftBD) layer is part of
our overall BIMA framework with soft compute intelligence algorithms for decision making when
collecting, selecting, extracting, validating, and evaluating the data. Additionally, soft computing
algorithms such as the neuro-fuzzy and Bayesian theorem that allows data prediction based on
historical data collected. The SoftBD framework is shown in Figure 5.
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be part of the chosen cloud platform. This layer does the data processing, categorizing the data into
entertainment, geosciences, and WSN (wireless sensor network). The next layer is a data analytics layer,
which could include the Hadoop/MapReduce algorithm to speed up analyzing the data parallelization.
The big challenge in Hadoop is resource allocation and scheduling for parallel high-performance
computing. The final layer on the vertical services is our new soft compute intelligence layer, which
includes algorithms and models on fuzzy-logic, neuro-fuzzy, and Bayesian theorem. The primary
purpose of this service layer is to offer prediction models on the categorized and analyzed data.
This also covers data evaluation, assessment, and validation. All of the vertical segments are based
on service-oriented architecture provisioning, which consists of loosely coupled services within the
BIMA framework.
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Carlo and Black Scholes modeling. In the proposed system, the BSM model is fed by using daily
return data from the Center for Research in Security Prices database and the big data processing and
analysis services (BDPAS) from the BIMA framework. In the examples below, Crown holdings have the
highest probability of bankruptcy due to the toxic debt, coupled with inadequate investment decisions
and overall management. Results can feed into the tool and allow investors to review their business
decisions and, consequently, adjust their forecast. There are other applications presented previously
for this probability, such as insurance valuation [57] and supplier evaluation in ERP solutions [38].
See Table 2 for results. Our analysis can identify that the company, CROWN HOLDINGS INC, has
a very high percentage of declaring bankruptcy. In this way, our work provides contributions to
real-world risk analysis for ESPR.
Table 2. Seven listed companies undertaking the probability of bankruptcy simulations.
Company Sector Probability of Bankruptcy
CROWN HOLDINGS INC Consumer Durables 0.99612488
TEXTRON INC Technology 0.00022919
TECH DATA CORP Technology 0.16963718
APPLE INC Technology 0.00015289
SPARTON CORP POWER SOLUTIONS Energy 0.00054959
INGERSOLL-RAND PLC Capital Goods 1.29E-06
NF ENERGY SAVING CORP Energy 0.23296333
4.2. Risk Calculations by Monte Carlo Simulations (MCS)
This section describes how MCS simulations (time step = 10) can be used to calculate the precise
numeric price and risk options. The least square method (LSM) is a precision method in MCS to
calculate results to be as accurate as possible. Risk analysis is carried out using models of both the
American and European options due to their popularity. The difference is that while an American
option may be exercised at any time, European options can only be exercised at expiry [36]. The majority
of exchange-traded options are American. A European option may be used only at the expiry date of
the opportunity, which means at a single predefined point in time [36]. Simultaneous calculations in
both options are suitable because American options can illustrate the average performance, and the
European option can demonstrate the best pricing or risk at the time research work takes place. Both
American and European options are used for analysis. Both can be converted to percentages [22].
This means that if a risk price is calculated and is equal to 2.42, it can be interpreted that 2.42% is the
percentage that the risk can happen and, as such, the price to accept it is 2.42.
Using LSM permits these models to be divided into sections, each of which can be calculated
independently, allowing them to be distributed across clouds or grids with consequent improvements
in efficiency [29]. LSM can be adapted to run 100,000 simulations in the cloud within a few seconds.
The following is the result of running LSM to calculate the expected risk price.
MCAmericanPrice = 2.335 (risk price)
MCEuropeanPrice = 2.287 (risk price)
This means that the average performance for risk price is 2.335 (2.335% for operational risk to
happen). The best risk pricing that the completion of a project or the end of investment (exit/expiry) to
happen is 2.287 (2.287% for operational risk to happen).
MCS simulations in the BIMA framework can calculate the range of lower, upper, and medium
limits. This is a crucial step to calculate precise options and to produce results as accurately as possible.
Numerical calculations performed without the precision method may have a broader range in the
final result. Thus, the likely range of risk pricing with the highest frequency of occurrence should be
computed. The put price is used to calculate risk pricing, as it represents a price to accept this risk [29].
The result shows that the expected European option (for risk price) is 2.22728, with its upper limit as
2.24039 and the lower limit as 2.21430. MCS calculations allow the computation of accurate results of
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up to five decimal places, including its exact price, lower limit, and upper limit. See Table 3. Results are
consistent with each other when the number of simulation goes up to 500,000 by 50,000 each time.
Table 3. Calculation of the exact risk prices for European options (time step = 10).
Lower Limit MCPrice (Exact Risk Price) Upper Limit
Put Prices: 2.21430 2.22728 2.24039
Gaussian Collateralized Debt Obligation (CDO) is also another model commonly used by financial
institutes to compute the interest rates for currencies, mortgages, and bonds. The popularity of relying
on CDO due to the lack of regulations is one of the factors that contributed to the financial crisis in
2008 [58]. MCS has a significant performance improvement over Gaussian CDO software under the
same circumstances for modeling and simulations. For example, MCS is always under 20 s for up
to 500,000 simulations and has up to 10 times better performances than Gaussian CDO, which can
fail to simulate beyond 300,000 simulations [59]. MCS can achieve high-performing simulations by
completing all option calculations promptly and is also more capable of running higher numbers
of simulations. Instead of being unable to run beyond 300,000 simulations in one go by a Gaussian
CDO desktop, MCS can run up to 500,000 simulations with much better performance, such as 20 s for
500,000 simulations for MCS versus 150 s for 300,000 simulations for a Gaussian CDO experienced in
high-frequency trading [59].
4.3. Integrating Monte Carlo Simulations (MCS) and Black-Scholes-Merton Model (BSM) for High-Frequency
Price Simulations
Monte Carlo simulations (MCS) can be integrated with the Black-Scholes-Merton (BSM) model
to perform full and comprehensive high-frequency simulations [59,60] so that all pricing options
can be calculated under all possible scenarios and circumstances. The combined effort can ensure
a more reliable and accurate approach (as opposed to using one model in isolation). Visualization
and analytics can ensure that investors and stakeholders without finance or computing backgrounds
can understand the interpretations of the results, as opposed to dealing with numerical computations
directly. The algorithms based on the MCS and BSM can be written and the input variables are
based on the market demands, investors’ targets, and the trading decisions. Based on all the inputs,
the integrated MCS and BSM model can perform all the stress tests and present visualization and
analytics as outputs.
The integrated MCS-BSM model can be used to perform the London Interbank Offered Rate
(LIBOR) calculations. Inputs based on the market-defined values, the Bank of England’s interest rates,
the previous LIBOR rates, time to expiry, and input prices. The integrated model can be used to
compute all the possible options for lending so that results can be transparent to the potential investors
and lenders. As shown in Figure 6, outputs allow any banks and multi-billion global companies to
understand the implications, since they can compare the rate and also decide the best time to borrow.
The results in Figure 6 suggest that the loan values under $100 million under the expiry date of 30 years
will get meager LIBOR rates. When the loan values go above 30 years, the LIBOR rate can be increased
according to the amount of the loan and the date to expiry. The LIBOR rate can fluctuate between
2% and 10% depending on circumstances. One interesting observation is that if banks borrow more
than $350 million up to 90 years of expiry, the LIBOR rate then falls to near 2%. This means that banks
can effectively acquire the maximum amount of money for the most prolonged period. If they cannot
afford and even go into a bust, they may get away from legal challenges, and then the toxic debts will
be absorbed by the lenders. Hence, the financialization with high trading analytics can allow this type
of information transparent to the public and not the secrets shared within banking. Data processing
and analysis techniques were adopted based on work presented in Chang [61] that we divide large
data into P-Map, P-Reduce, and P-Merge. In this way, different types and sizes of complex data can be
processed with a short execution time.
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4.4. Performance Evaluation of the London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR)
In this section, we described a performance evaluation to conduct LIBOR simulations in Section 4.3.
We used a high-end computer cluster consisti g of a total of 50 GHz of CPU power, 10 Gbps etwork
speed, and 1 TB disk space for performance evaluation. We used between 5 and 30 GB of data for
each large-scale experiments and measured five tim s to get the mean r sult. Th re were two sets
of expe iments involved. The first set was focused on xecution time between 5 and 40 GB of data.
The second set was focused on the percentage of accuracy by compar ng the xp cted values and actual
values of Libor rates. Figures 7 and 8 show the results of o r performance evaluation. In Figure 7,
the exec tion time increased proportionally with the data siz . Even though there was the additional
time quired to r n a d process a larger data size, particularly between 35 a d 40 GB, performance
evaluation showed that the final result wa imilar to linear r gression. In Figure 8, the percentage
of accuracy was high, staying at 97.2%. It showed that our work was robust in predicting liable
fore asts. The effect was that the data size was noticeable when the data size was increased to 20 GB,
and th n 40 GB, respectiv ly. Even at 40 GB, he accur cy was high, main aining at 96%.
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4.5 The Heston Model with Visualizatio a
As presented in Section 3, the Heston model is a specialized type of stochastic model that can use
the market volatility as an input rather than the t eor tical input for BSM, which tends to be used in
predicting he outc mes after a period of expiry time [33,42]. This means that the Heston m del can be
used in real-time trading, since the market volatility can be changed daily. Bl nded with visualization
and analytics, the Heston model can be further integrated with cloud computing to offer “Business
Intelligence as a Service” (BIaaS) to offer high-frequency trading and the monitoring of risk and prices.
While furthering the development of the Heston model, a machine learning algorithm is added to
intelligently detect any ‘abnormal’ trading activities and report to the investors that they should think
twice. Once abnormal events are identified, the chasm will be shown on the analytics. Figure 9 shows
the trading activities for Google stock. The upper section shows the prices over some time, and the
lower section shows the trading volume and the R-squared values (one type of risk tracking index) for
the market movement. There are two points of abnormal activities identified by a chasm. Each point
suggests there is more than $100 per stock rise over the next following trading day. It means that
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either the investors have been well-informed about the positive earning and strategies set by Google,
or investors have decided to join forces to make profits altogether instead of fighting with one another
for better financial gains. Chasm approaches can identify if there is speculation made by humans.
In other words, misconduct and mispricing may also play an important role, and thus analytics can
be presented as a caveat. This can allow investors to receive a useful warning before making an
investment, so that the potential risk or financial loss can be prevented. With our financialization
approach, we can analyze all this abnormal trading under the remit of legal acceptance to provide
transparent and fair proposals for investment and governance.
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4.6. The Real-World Black–Scholes Model (BSM) and Monte Carlo Simulations (MCS) for Bankrupcy and
Risk Analysis
The proposed system was used for the production of an insurance product that could be used by
companies to protect themselves from supplier bankruptcy. The probability of bankruptcy for a sample
of 100 companies was calculated by using the BSM module of the proposed system. As Valverde
and Talla [62] introduced, the system was used to create pooling arrangements by using the BSM
bankruptcy probabilities among suppliers to reduce the risk due to supplier bankruptcy. The pooling
arrangement can be used by an insurance company to minimize risk and estimate an average loss that
can be used to determine insurance premiums. A risk pool is one of the forms of risk management
practice in insurance. Pooling arrangements do not change a company’s expected loss but reduce the
uncertainty (standard deviation) of a loss. Risk pooling arrangements make each participant’s loss
more predictable [57,62,63].
With the proposed system, we used pooling arrangements of 5, 10, 25, and 50 companies to see
the effect of the number of companies in terms of risk reduction and to estimate an average loss that
can be used to evaluate insurance premiums. For each pooling arrangement, a probability table of
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bankruptcies was calculated by using MCS. An MCS for the bankruptcy of companies for multiple
periods with the probabilities was calculated with the BSM model with the help of the proposed system.
The objective of the simulation is to calculate losses for the bankruptcy of suppliers. The simulation
helps to test whether the risk management model can reduce the variability of losses and whether the
estimated insurance premium can cover all the damages. Ten simulations are performed for each risk
pool of 5, 10, 50, and 100 to verify the results. An estimated expected loss and variance for each risk
pool are calculated.
In Table 4, the probability that no company goes bankrupt for the pooling arrangement of
10 companies is 90%, while the probability that only one company goes out of business is 9.6%.
The same table also shows that the probability that five or more companies go bankrupt is close to
zero. It is interesting to notice that the probability of no bankruptcy is the highest for all arrangements.
As the risk of the variability of losses decreases with the number of sold policies, insurance companies
can have a high level of certainty that they will be able to profit from these contracts. In contrast,
the insured companies would be able to benefit by hedging the risk of bankruptcy of suppliers.
Table 4. Results for the simulation for pooling arrangements of different company sizes with probabilities
of bankruptcy.
Company
Size
Number of
Companies Going
to Bankruptcy
Probability of
Bankruptcy for
Sample
Company
Size
Number of
Companies Going
to Bankruptcy
Probability of
Bankruptcy for
Sample
5 0 0.967557445 50 0 0.0010307
1 0.032197609 1 0.26627648
2 0.000244894 2 0.67558832
3 5.10E − 08 3 0.0202587
4 2.19E − 12 4 0.0085134
5 0 5 0.0016408
10 0 0.900196983 6 0.00017795
1 0.096813038 7 1.08E − 05
2 0.002963867 8 3.82E − 07
3 0.000026093 9 0.00994912
4 1.89E − 08 10 0.00622069
5 0 11 0.00388949
25 0 0.57474096 12 0.00243191
1 0.38870427 13 0.00152056
2 0.05003456 14 0.00095073
3 0.00086165 15 0.00059444
4 0.00001311 16 0.00037168
5 0.0000001 17 0.00023239
18 0.0001453
19 0.00E + 00
4.7. Managing Business Integrity
The BIMA framework allows all the analysts, investors, and stakeholders to acknowledge the
work they have proposed and done carefully. Since all transactions are transparent, all of them will be
informed about the significance of integrity to ensure the investment they have made can be monitored
carefully and fulfill compliance. All the simulations presented in Section 5 allow the decision-makers
of the regulatory bodies to see clearly whether the investments are subject to compliance. As explained
in Figure 3 of Section 2, the BIMA framework works for three layers:
• Top layer: Information, policy, and process integrity
• Middle layer: Architecture
• Bottom layer: Big data processing and analysis services
All the work in these three layers has been closely connected together. For example, results in
the bottom layer presented in Section 5 can send to the top layer presented in Section 2 to allow the
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stakeholders to double-check whether such investments are relevant and profit-making in the long
term based on the real-time simulation results. All the trading activities can be monitored in real time
to ensure that no market speculation, rogue trading, and misspelling can take place without further
meeting compliance. Architecture plays the middle layer to connect all services, data, and activities
altogether to provide a reliable platform for everyone involved. The interconnectivity and collaborative
events in the BIMA framework can capture and integrate information integrity, policy integrity, and
process integrity altogether. The aim is to ensure all the trading, transactions, and sales activities in
financialization have followed guidelines and simulation results recommended by the framework.
4.8. Summary of Discussion
The BIMA framework is a conceptual, architectural, and software-as-a-service framework.
Sections 2.3 and 4 describe our methodology and how we validate our framework through the use of
MCS, Black Scholes Model (BSM), the Heston model, and analytics for different types of risk analysis.
Examples also include bankruptcy risk, high-frequency risk simulations, LIBOR, and real-world
bankruptcy risk analysis. In summary, our research contributions include the development of the BIMA
framework with the six major functions for financial cloud analytics relevant for this call, as follows:
• Innovative applications of emerging information technologies for disaster response operations:
Our BIMA framework uses sophisticated financial clouds that integrate financial models and
algorithms well. Different examples were demonstrated to validate their accuracy and effectiveness.
• Risk modeling and analytics for humanitarian operations: Although our work is not the typical
humanitarian work, we provide not-for-profit services to help identify errors and risk for research
purposes. This is considered a new type of humanitarian work by helping others to see the risk
through, avoid their loss, and reduce their impacts.
• System of systems approaches for operations risk analysis: Our work provides robust models and
systems to perform operational risk and in-depth analysis.
• Improving social welfare by safety and risk-related data-driven analytics: The destruction of the
social welfare system due to the financial crisis in 2008 can have its impacts reduced through the
use of our BIMA framework, since we balance integrity with performance and profits.
Our limitations are as follows. First, there are only six significant functions demonstrated in
this paper due to the restricted length. Second, some businesses do not use any of these models for
financial analysis, risk management, and forecasting. A possible reason is that they have models for
domain-specific problems, such as Support Vector Machine (SVM), for analyzing risk in engineering.
Third, it imposes the use of the mathematical models integrated into the framework and that the social
effects (behavioral aspects) are not consistently included in the research methodology. On the other
hand, real cases have been tested at the University of Southampton and anonymous participating firms
since the previous work [59]. Through robust simulations, experiments, and tests, we can validate the
framework as resilient and suitable for financial practices.
5. Conclusions
This paper presented the BIMA framework as advanced research and analytical output based on
business analytics to provide research contributions for ESPR. The paper explained the motivation,
the architecture, and the models associated with the framework. A solution-based approach was
presented for financialization analytics, in which our detailed results and analysis using the BIMA
framework were demonstrated. There was a need for the framework to align with business strategy,
business performance, and integrity. The BIMA framework was designed to provide a platform of
transparency to perform financial computations for different types of investment, risk modeling, and
large-scale simulations of asset pricing, LIBOR interest rates, and speculation detection. Results were
not only transparent to the investors but also permitted policymakers and stakeholders to be aware
of market trends, prices, risks, and any unexpected events in real time. We demonstrated different
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ways to measure and analyze risk for ESPR. The main contribution of the proposed framework was
as follows.
First, the framework had the integration of multiple mathematical models used for financial risk
management applications. Second, its SOA architecture also allowed this framework to be integrated
into other commercial platforms or enterprise systems such as ERP, SCM, CRM, and internet-based
payment systems. Third, the ability to compliance regulations such as Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) Ac 2002
was another main contribution. The architecture was presented to illustrate the concepts and core
values of the BIMA framework. Big data processing and analysis services were adopted with four
integrated services: Monte Carlo simulations, the Black–Scholes–Merton model, the Heston model,
and finally, analytics, and visualization. All services were demonstrated by visualization and analytics
in detail. Benefits and services included bankruptcy calculation, risk calculation, pooling arrangements
calculations for insurance valuation, overnight stress test with high-frequency price simulations, LIBOR
rate inspection, and speculation detection. Real cases from the BIMA framework were presented to
ensure that banks could always follow guidelines and compliance rather than fiddling around the
regulations and involving in activities including misselling, rogue trading, LIBOR scandals, market
speculation, and bankruptcy. Our work has made worthy contributions to risk measurement and
analysis through data and business analytics, since it could effectively combine integrity and risk
analysis altogether with overall business performance, thus contributing to risk research. Our work
contributes to real-world recommendations and solutions to the offering of different ways to conduct
financial risk analysis in ESPR.
Although the proposed framework has limitations, the architecture of the system allows the
integration of more mathematical models that can provide the flexibility to accommodate different
types of financial applications. Future research would conduct large-scale stress tests for the platform
to find possible problems and make a more robust platform. The integration with payment systems
offers the potential to create a more commercial successful framework application, but the test with the
most well-known payment systems should be well-addressed.
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